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“You must write every single day of your 

life... You must lurk in libraries and climb 

the stacks like ladders to sniff books like 

perfumes and wear books like hats upon 

your crazy heads... may you be in love 

every day for the next 20,000 days. And 

out of that love, remake a world.”  

― Ray Bradbury 
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From Our Desk 

Hello, 

So here we are, celebrating a year of 

operations in June and we cannot be 

happier. 

89 Manuscripts Edited 

55 Manuscripts Assessed 

19 Book Marketing Plans designed 

6 Short Film Scripts Written 

5 Sub-title projects worked upon 

4 Writers mentored 

8 Bestsellers created 

112 Giveaways hosted 

And that is exactly how our year looked 

like! 

Thank you for being a part of this journey 

and making it so exciting for us. Also, we 

loved the response our new look of Ikigai 

has managed to gather and cannot stop 

raving about the feedback received. 

“This is exactly what I needed. Loved the 

changes and also, thanks for taking into 

consideration my feedback. “– Rashmi 

Thakkar, Gujarat 

“Like how it is more concise now, to the point 

and simple to follow.” – Manan Khanna, 

Bengaluru 

Going forward into the second year we 

have a lot of plans to increase the offerings 

we currently have and keep on making the 

journey to being published for our writer-

friends, worth-while. Apart from the usual 

add-ons to existing offerings, we also have 

one huge surprise for all of you writer 

friends. Don’t miss reading the 

announcement following this note to know 

more about it.  Also, stay tuned for we have 
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a lot of interesting giveaways and contests 

planned for our social media handles.  

As a gesture of gratitude for all the love and 

support we have been showered with in the 

last one year, we are offering an entire 

month of #SpreadTheWord. In this we will 

give a free shout out to any aspiring 

author/poet/author, host them for a live 

Twitter chat and feature them on our blog. 

Please feel free to share your works with us 

either on email or DM us on Facebook / 

Instagram/ Twitter to #SpreadTheWord., we 

have an exclusive 25% discount on all our 

services for businesses booked in the entire 

month of July.  

Our next issue will be in September. If you 

are an author or book-lover who would like 

to write for us or want us to feature/review 

your book do feel free to write to us. 

(Ofcourse! We pay for all the write-ups.) 

As always we would love to hear from you, 

share your thoughts, ideas, opinions and 

feedback with us at 

keemiyacreatives@gmail.com.  

Regards, 

Team KC 

With us, give wings to your words! 

P.S: Did we mention, we have exclusive 

25% discount on all our services for the 

entire month of July! ☺ 

P.P.S: Team KC is now on Whatsapp – you 

can contact us there on +91 9820434180 
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New Launch Announcement 

 

 
 

Are you a writer (or want to be one) but don't know where to start? 

  

Do you have an idea for the next best seller but are struggling to make it happen? 

 

Are you looking for someone who not only understands your vision but also works with you on 

it to make it better? 

 

Do you crave for inspiration, motivation and constructive feedback on your write-ups 

regularly? 

 

If you answered YES to one or all of the above, then we have the perfect solution for you! 
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Announcing  

  

AKIRA MENTORSHIP PROGRAM 
 

‘Bring your ideas to us and we will help you turn them into full fledged novels!’ 

 

Who is a mentor? 

A mentor is a guide; a teacher and a critic 

who guides you in sharpening and taking 

your writing to the next level while being 

sensitive towards your vision and goals. 

They not only help you navigate through 

the whole process of writing a book but also 

assist  you when the waters get rough with 

storms like writers block, self-doubt and 

Imposters Syndrome threatening to destroy 

it all. 

 A mentor helps you in: 

▪ Seeing things you don’t - A writing 

mentor can help you test your work 

along the way. Sometimes that 

second set of eyes can work wonders 

on your writing. A writing mentor is 

an objective voice that keeps you on 

track. 

 

▪ Find your unique voice and hone it 

-Writers often struggle with finding 

their voice. A writing mentor can 

help you find your voice and 

develop a style that is your own. 

 

▪ Encouraging you to go that extra 

mile - Writing is a lonely life and 

writers, are solitary creatures who 

need constant motivation to keep 

going. It's easy to start a project, but 

it's difficult to finish. A mentor helps 

you pull through those difficult 

times. 

Why do you need a mentor? 

Writing is a lonely profession. It is not easy 

to sit on your desk, night after night, and 

bleed words. There are also threats like self 
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doubt and writer’s block apart from the 

constant fear of the unknown. It is here that 

we want to say, “You are not alone in this 

journey!”  

What is Akira Mentorship Program? 

At Keemiya, we believe every writer is 

unique. With unique needs and demands, 

the writing feedback or guidance needed by 

them is also different. And hence we came 

up with Akira Mentorship program- a unique 

writing program where you will work with 

an alpha reader, an editor, a beta reader and 

a manuscript reviewer all at one go to make 

sure the end result is a flawless book. 

What does it entail? 

After initial scrutiny we will design a 

unique curriculum adapted to your 

personal goals. This will be followed 

regular evaluation of your progress, 

discussions on weekly phone calls/ emails, 

and guidance on how to improvise. All the 

while, our main objective continues to be 

the fulfillment of your personal goal. At no 

point in this exercise do we wish to alter 

your vision of the project. We will work 

together to polish it further before 

presenting it to the world. 

Apart from feedback on the writing, we will 

also help you deal with emotional 

challenges such as writer’s block and self 

doubt. Enable you to find creative 

inspiration with writing prompts and 

exercises. Help you in research while 

working on your dream novel. Most 

importantly, we also send you reminders (if 

need be) to keep a tab on your daily writing 

goals to ensure you achieve your set targets 

in due time! 

What do you need to have? 

All you need to have is an idea – an idea 

about what you wish to write. Fiction or 

nonfiction, poetry collection or a collection 

of short stories we work across genres like 

drama, historical fiction, romance novel, 

memoirs or a biography- we work on them 

all.  

How does it work? 

▪ Step 1: Analysis and Planning 
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Based on your idea and at what stage is 

your idea we will chalk out a detailed plan- 

highlighting all the areas that need to be 

worked upon. Our aim is to help you find 

your voice and make it shine. So the idea 

would be to encourage more of your 

writing than embossing our words. At any 

stage if you feel stuck you can always come 

back to us. We want to be your sounding 

boards, your 3 AM friend and agony aunt to 

discuss your novel. 

▪ Step 2: Customized Solutions 

 

Defining your goals and further sharpen 

your projects to meet them with regular 

discussions and feedback. Topics on which 

we can provide advice and guidance 

include creative blocks, increasing 

productivity, over-coming procrastination, 

research, identifying plot, theme and genre, 

structuring the manuscript, creating 

relatable characters, tone and voice, 

pitching and submitting work, book 

marketing and publishing. 

 

▪ Step 3: Personalized Guidance 

 

Basis your genre, writing style and interests 

we will draw a list of suggested reading 

material for you. Ensure the writer’s block is 

at bay with regular writing prompts and 

writing exercise 

 

▪ Step 4: Editing 

 

Once the manuscript is ready, we will give 

it one final developmental edit to ensure it 

is ready for publishing.  

 

▪ Step 5: Publishing Pitch 

 

Thereafter, we will help you identify 

publishing houses which suit your current 

project, help draft a pitch with an eye-

catching author bio to pitch your novel to. 

 

Time lines 

As it is customized to suit your 

requirements, there is no time-line as such. 

However we advise to consider it in slots of 

3 months, 6 months, 1 year etc. 

Cost 

The cost will vary basis the time lines of 3 

months, 6 months, 1 year, the nature of the 
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book and the work involved and starts from 

Rs. 6000/- onwards. 

For whom is this suitable? 

This programme is for anyone and everyone 

who is in love with the written word and 

aspires to be a published author.  You will 

also be provided a certificate of completion 

of this mentorship program. 

Now comes the surprise 

Keemiya Creatives is proud to announce an 

exclusive tie-up with a reputed publishing 

house wherein all the writers who opt for 

our mentoring program will automatically 

be considered for publishing. Yes, you got it 

right! No submission, no long waits to hear 

a positive response, to rejection slips – only 

the eager wait to hold your book in your 

hands! 

Write to us with ‘Akira Mentorship’ as the 

subject to know more details. 
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New Project Announcement 

While talking to a lot of book-reviewers we noticed how so many books get lost in the noise on 

social media. Some of the most deserving books make the least noise and hence never reach the 

reader. Hence we decided to start a project called #DiscoverAnAuthor. 

In this project, we will create small e-books generewise featuring authors along with their bio, 

social media links and an excerpt from their latest work. We will even be hyperlinking it with 

all of their previous works on Amazon. The 

plan is to keep these books free to download 

and encourage free circulation. 

So for a reader, all they need to do is pick one 

that fits their genre requirements and flip 

through those pages to discover new authors 

and their works.  

We are doing this project at absolute no cost. So 

if you are an author who would like to be 

featured in these e-books, do drop in a line to 

us. 

Dear authors - You never know whose 

favourite you might end up being… 

Dear book lovers – A whole new world of new 

titles, authors and genres awaits you… 

Come, be a part of this where we celebrate our love for the written word! 

 

 

Conceptualized and executed by Shruti from our book reviews team. 
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“Make up a story... For our sake and yours forget your name 

in the street; tell us what the world has been to you in the dark 

places and in the light. Don't tell us what to believe, what to 

fear. Show us belief's wide skirt and the stitch that unravels 

fear's caul.”― Toni Morrison 
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The Discussion Window 

 

In today's times, author branding has 

gained so much importance that it is 

impossible to ignore this while continuing 

to work on your masterpiece. As some 

famous author had once said, 

"Till about close to two decades ago, authors did 

not have to worry about anything except 

working on their book. But in today's times, the 

author has to not only write a good book but also 

actively market it well. The pressure has almost 

doubled on writers." 

And we agree. In the time of social media 

where everything and anything has the 

potential to become viral news, a good book 

can be missed if not marketed properly.  In 

the words of an upcoming poet Arundhati 

Shah, 

" It is like a market where you as the artist has to 

sell your art for it to sell. You need to pitch your 

art, make a marketing strategy, think of a USP 

and make a convincing sales pitch for a 

consumer to be interested enough in buying 

your work." 

The social media platforms have grown at a 

pace where many of us find it difficult to 

keep up with them. If asked to share the 

three most important aspects to bear in 

mind while working on your branding, 

Team KC would say: 

(1) Be unique 

Though social media is responsible for 

overnight literary sensations like Rupi Kaur, 

what one needs to remember is that the 

world doesn't need another Rupi Kaur. It is 

YOU who needs to create a name for 

yourself, and that, doesn't happen by 

becoming another Rupi Kaur or another 

Chetan Bhagat. It happens when you stay 

unique. 

(2) Be consistent 
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Social media algorithms can be extremely 

confusing at times. One day it makes you 

feel like a viral sensation and the next day 

you end up feeling lost. It all happens at the 

click of a button. Therefore, it is important 

to be consistent, to keep doing what you 

intend to do. Expecting overnight miracles 

does not work in this aspect. Remember, 

Rome wasn't built in a day. Brands take 

months and sometimes years to build 

loyalty around their names. The key to 

success is consistency. 

(3) Be patient 

Most importantly, be patient. Brand 

building is a long process, can be lonely and 

tiring at times when you do not see results 

for the amount of efforts you put it. 

However, you need to be patient and keep 

working on it. 

At Keemiya Creatives we firmly believe 

every author is unique and so is every book. 

Hence there is never one set formula which 

works for everyone. Every author, every 

book needs a different strategy, customized 

and created specially keeping in mind their 

USP and also the desired output. 

If you have any specific questions regarding 

author branding or any other aspect of 

publishing, do feel free to write to us. We 

would love to host them in this segment 

and share our expertise with you. 

If you are a published author or an aspiring 

author who is looking at getting publishing 

soon, do get in touch with us for a free 

consultation. Get a customized author 

branding plan made exclusively for you and 

see your brand grow. 

About the writer: 

Fatima handles the marketing team at 

Keemiya Creatives. When not working on 

books, she devours them like donuts and 

cupcakes. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:keemiyacreatives@gmail.com
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Bookish Adda 

 

Today, we have a very interesting author with us talking about life and love at large. She is 

none other than Sonia Bahl, author of the latest release 'A Year of Wednesdays'. 

 

 

Source: SheThePeople.TV 

 

About A Year of Wednesdays 

 

A flight from New Delhi to new York. Two 

strangers, seat 7A and seat 7B, who have 

nothing in common. Absolutely nothing. 

Except they are both hoping the seat next to 

theirs remains empty. It doesn't. Mid-flight 

turbulence and infant incontinence forces 

http://www.privytrifles.co.in/2019/04/a-dash-of-hope-year-of-wednesdays-by.html
https://www.shethepeople.tv/news/sonia-bahl-book-excerpt
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-48dzXkQupYg/XNlJ7WYpJOI/AAAAAAAANJc/K22Vo6TfLD04wMhwiNKgFE7JdFKlYPchACLcBGAs/s1600/pjimage-4.jpg
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them to interact—the cool wall Street guy 

and the mom-with-the-drool-stained-

sweater-and-ordinary-aspirations. Blistering 

wit, opposing views, and some 

unexpectedly poignant admissions keep 

them addictive engaged and hopelessly 

sleep deprived through the fifteen-hour 

journey. 

 

Touch down... And they leave the cabin 

without a backward Glance, jumping right 

back into their dramatically different lives. 

Never to meet again. But somehow they 

continue to travel together—interlocked 

forever through an inexplicable connected-

ness. Can one meeting change everything 

forever? The Japanese have a term for 

it: ichi-go ichi-e. One time, one encounter, 

lasts a lifetime. 

 

Grab your copy NOW 

 

 

 

 

Born and raised in Kolkata, Sonia has lived 

and worked in Chennai, Mumbai, Delhi, 

Jakarta, Miami, Brussels, Johannesburg and 

Singapore. With home being everywhere 

and nowhere, her belief in the power of the 

moment became a religion. An affirmation 

that unexpected and undeniable human 

connections are everything. Meanwhile, on 

the work front, she spent a huge chunk of 

her life, her days, and sleepless nights, in 

advertising—writing ads for all things from 

coffee and cars to condoms and candy—

while dreaming of morphing 30-second 

commercials to full-length feature films. Not 

surprisingly, she threw caution, and her 

full-time job as a Creative Director to the 

winds and embarked on a riveting, 

rejection-filled screenwriting journey in the 

US. Finally, her day job entails writing 

movies! 

 

Without much ado, let's move onto this 

enlightening conversation with her: 

 

 

 

1. First of all, congratulations on your 

latest book ‘A Year of Wednesdays’. Can 

you please tell us something about the book 

and how did it come into being? 

https://www.amazon.com/Year-Wednesdays-Sonia-Bahl/dp/9388810651
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-P4olvYULz3o/XNlNKmCH6FI/AAAAAAAANJo/PWFI-bhofyQtg39LyccLNmXcvx8CqM7GwCLcBGAs/s1600/christmas-divider-clipart-black-and-white-9.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-P4olvYULz3o/XNlNKmCH6FI/AAAAAAAANJo/UjYHG-ZXPWM9C_Dpb5sEfzfJaDpZnJbkgCEwYBhgL/s1600/christmas-divider-clipart-black-and-white-9.png
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Thank you so much. 

 

Come into being? That’s a story in itself! 

Like I’ve always said and also written in the 

Acknowledgement, this one began because 

Pooja Dadwal, Deputy Managing Editor, 

FingerPrint! Publishing, the person with 

whom I collaborated on my first novel, kept 

nudging me to share a line from my next 

story. She (deviously) made it clear that it 

couldn’t be from a screenplay (I write those 

more than I write novels). The not-so-subtle 

text messages never ceased until I finally 

texted her back with a one-line story. Like, 

there! She wasn’t satisfied. Now she needed 

me to just finish it.So a line became a 

chapter and another…all via text. Until, it 

started happening on my laptop. That’s the 

genesis, and it’s all her fault. 

 

I live and breathe the spine of this story. 

Human connections, particularly the 

unexpected ones, often define us more than 

anything else does. We are hardwired to 

thrive when we connect at an inexplicable, 

granular level.Also,I’ve spent a lot of my 

adult life in different countries, home was 

everywhere and nowhere. My belief in the 

power of the moment and honouring every 

encounter became a religion. For me ichie-

go ichi-e gave sublime context to A Year of 

Wednesdays. 

 

2. One thing you would like a reader to take 

back from your books. 

 

I’m simply inviting the reader into a 

universe that makes sense to me. I put 

forward whatever moves me, makes me 

think, makes me feel. When a rill of that 

connects with a reader I feel a sense of 

infinite joy. 

 

 

3. Your books have been extremely unique in 

terms of the themes they explore - ‘The 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-NuyjpMqg2a4/XNlRDVfvdjI/AAAAAAAANKE/ZwMzEu0vo14dkReOvagjIMjKD4HiJfcOQCLcBGAs/s1600/PICT1625_1.jpg
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Spectacular Miss’ explored adulting and 

existential crisis, while ‘A Year of 

Wednesdays’ explores alienation and 

loneliness with imperfection being a 

common theme in both. Has it been a 

conscious effort to talk about these topics 

which are spoken less about? 

 

My writing, like everything else I do, is led 

by the heart (okay, the gut plays a monumental 

role too!). I’m not sure I’m qualified enough 

to pull off anything else authentically. 

 

4. Your writing is extremely poignant and 

sensitive. How much of it arises from your 

own experiences and observations? 

 

Isn’t all writing overtly or subliminally 

autobiographical? If I didn't live it in some 

way or the other (first hand or through intense 

observation), I’m not sure I’d have a 

worthwhile story to tell. 

 

5. Apart from being strong, independent and 

opinionated, the characters in the books 

also seem to grow with a reader. As if in the 

beginning you plant a seed of imagination 

in the reader’s mind and water it with your 

writing/thoughts/narrative to create a 

complete image by the end of the novel. Is 

that how you visualize them too? 

 

I wish I had the prowess to do that. I really 

don’t,Stories have always unfolded in my 

head like a movie. I just write them as I see 

them. I feel an insoluble thrill when a reader 

like you joins the dots and makes this 

beautiful observation. 

6. As an artist and a creator, your thoughts 

on banning books, movies, artists across 

the world. 

 

Is there any independence-valuing human 

who believes in the banning of any artistic 

expression? Can’t remember who said these 

invaluable words:  

 

“Unexpressed emotions will never die.  

They are buried alive and will come forth later in 

uglier ways.” 

 

7. Where do you find inspiration for your 

stories? 

 

That’s a tricky one. I feel compelled to 

channel Anna Quindlen, a writer I admire 

immensely, when she said: “I like to say the 
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biggest impediments I had to becoming a 

successful writer is I had a very happy 

childhood.” I had an insanely happy and 

utterly free childhood. No writerly bleeding 

angst there. On a serious note, my 

inspirations are simple, maybe even clichéd. 

Love—deeply grateful for the way it flows 

in my life and my ability to reciprocate. 

Conversations—the real ones are oxygen to 

me. Belonging—everywhere and nowhere. 

 

8. Please share your writing ritual with us. 

Do you view writing as a kind of spiritual 

practice?Are you a plotter or a pantser? Do 

you research extensively before writing a 

book? 

 

I’m not qualified to do much else. So 

writing remains my resting pulse. It’s not 

anything lofty and ritualistic. Yep, I am a 

crashing bore and a worker bee so I follow 

routines with ease. Not a plotter at all. 

Instinct, again. And again! Research: yes. 

Even if I know my characters and their 

motives well, I don’t always know what 

makes up the rest of their demographic, like 

the intricacies of what they do for a living, 

for example. There’s only that much reading 

you can do on that. I prefer to speak to 

people who are living what I am writing. So 

for The Spectacular Miss, I used a lot of help 

from a student at Imperial College to back 

up every medical student related fact. For A 

Year of Wednesdays I spoke constantly with 

a financial trader to help me with accuracy 

and insider stories. It’s what I do for 

anything I am writing. 

 

 

9. As a writer, how difficult is it to stay 

true to your art and not give in to the 

commercial demands this profession 

entails? 

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-1qpV5iPwZhM/XNlRaz3yoLI/AAAAAAAANKM/eyViO_TuD5AgWAURd1RZMoRS_Z3lNpwlACLcBGAs/s1600/b80b08c4a68ba5ca98252111689df06c.jpg
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It’s a terrific question for me. Really made 

me think. So I spent many years in 

advertising where you aim to tell a brand 

story in the most creative way possible. And 

it comes with myriad, unavoidable 

commercial must-do’s and mustn’t do’s. 

 

It’s a brilliant training ground for 

understanding how to remain disciplined 

while being commercial. There’s a lot more 

creative freedom when writing original 

screenplays, but you also write 

commissioned screenplays, where you’re 

trying to put your writing skill into 

someone else’s vision. 

 

Films by nature are a team sport so it works 

out well to be able to write to a brief or be 

open to altering your original ideas based 

on legitimate feedback. Writing books is 

totally different.  

 

You’re Roger Federer on center court. Alone.  

You give it everything you have and everything 

you believe in. 

Here it’s impossible for me to do anything other 

than heart writing;  

I suspect I’d flounder miserably if I tried. 

 

10. Do we see you experimenting with 

genres? If yes, which genre would you like 

to write in? 

 

I never know if I’m writing another book. 

Let alone what I’m writing. Perhaps, you’d 

be better off asking the person who knew I 

had a second book in me! 

 

11. Any words for your readers. 

 

Thank you. Sono Grata (I am grateful). 

Truly. Madly. Deeply. 

 

Thank you so much for your time and 

lovely words of wisdom! 

 

About the interviewer:  

Sohail handles the social media division at 

Keemiya Creatives. A literary enthusiast he 

loves talking to authors apart from reading 

their works.  
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Recommended Reads 

10 Books by Women Writers You Should Read Before You Die 

by Ritu Mantri 

 

The #MeToo movement added to the 

growing craze of reading women authors 

in the month of March, resulting into a 

boost towards reading female authors like 

never before. These initiatives have 

brought forth many charismatic women 

writers, sparsely known till before.  

 

Presenting a list of 10 women authors who, 

I think, are a must read for every book 

lover. They have and are still producing 

bestselling books (atleast some are!). They 

have not only contributed to the literary 

culture immeasurably but are still popular 

and relevant to the time. Their writings 

were fairly recognized in their time. With 

their words they have inspired and 

influenced generations of women and still 

continue to do so. 

 

1. Erma Bombeck (February 21, 1927 – 

April 22, 1996) An American Writer 
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A fan of the humorous genre, right from 

her childhood, Erma Bombeck recognized 

her flair for writing early on, especially 

humor. Her trajectory as a writer began in 

1941 when her first column appeared in a 

local newspaper. 

 

 What made her famous? 

 

o She is one of the greatest humorists 

witnessed by the literary world. 

o Her spoofs and satires on 

family life were dry, but 

outclass and refreshing, wild 

and above all funny to read. 

o Her writing is almost two decades 

old, but still has enough juice to 

make you laugh. 

o Her book titles appeared to be 

weird and quirky, but on closer 

observation they held deep 

reflection on life and were 

extremely thoughtful. 

 

Erma Bombeck had written close to 4,000 

newspaper columns many of which have 

been compiled and released amounting to 

almost 15 books in her lifetime. Following 

are the most critically acclaimed and 

commercially successful books 

 

➔ At Wit's End 

➔ The Grass is Always Greener over the 

Septic Tank 

➔ Motherhood: The Second Oldest 

Profession 

2. K.R. Meera (19 February 1970) An 

Indian Writer 
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A very renowned and recognized 

Malayali author, her novels oozes with 

feminism in the most raw and radical 

form which will stir the core of your soul. 

Her novels haunt readers for weeks if not 

months. 

 

What’s So Special about Her Novels? 

 

o She writes dark novels with the 

central theme of longing and 

obsession. 

o Her powerful words stirs 

amalgamation of emotions, 

action of her characters 

will welt you with 

hurricane of thoughts 

wanting to love and hate 

them at the same time. 

o The extreme dark side of life 

portrayed in her novels will 

leave you horrified. 

 

There are total five collections of short 

stories, two novellas, five novels and two 

children's books to her credit. Following 

are the most critically acclaimed and 

commercially successful books: 

 

➔ Meerasadhu[The Poison of Love] 

➔ Yudasinte Suvishesham[The Gospel 

of Yudas] 

➔ Aarachaar (2012) (Hangwoman: 

Everyone Loves a Good Hanging) 

 

3. Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni (July 29, 

1956) An Indian American Author 

 

Known for her versatility as a writer, 

Chitra writes in various genres like 

fantasy, chic lit, mythology, 

contemporary and others. 

 

Why can’t we recommend her enough? 

 

o Ever evolving as a storyteller, she 

adopts different narrative 

techniques in each of her books to 

tell the story as a consequence her 

voice as an author is always fresh. 
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o Strong women characters that were 

given voice and mind of their own. 

 

o The way she gives a human touch 

to her plot and the characters, you 

will instantly feel connected. 

 

Till date she has penned 12 novels, a few 

anthologies and poetry collection, a couple 

of children’s books, and a TV series. Below 

is the list of her must read novels 

 

➔ The Mistress of Spices 

➔ Sister of My Heart 

➔ The Palace of Illusions: A Novel 

 

4. Mahasweta Devi (14 January 1926 – 28 

July 2016) An Indian Writer 

              

No list of the women author (if made in 

India) is complete without Mahashweta 

Devi. A prolific Bengali author and an 

activist she used her writing to bring out 

the socio-eco and political plight and 

distress of people both men and women. 

 

Why her writing is so revolutionary? 

 

a. Mahashweta Devi travelled 

extensively throughout 

Bengal and managed to create 

a deep connection with 

people at the grass root 

level. 

b. Her writing is simple 

and straightforward. It 

touches the heart, but 

hits hard on the psyche. 

You can feel it in your 

bones. 

c. Her words became the voice of 

the downtrodden people 

d. Devi’s female characters 

were courageous, strong 

willed, fighter and the 

brigade of feminism. 

 

In her 90 years of life she wrote many 
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novels (more than 100), novellas and short 

stories. She was conferred with many 

awards. Some of her most notable works 

include 

 

➔The Queen of Jhansi 

➔ Hajar Churashir Maa 

➔ Breast Stories 

5. Ruth Prawer Jhabvala (7 May 1927 – 3 

April 2013) German born British 

American Writer 

 

 

 

Born as a German in a Jewish family, her 

growing years coincided with Hitler 

coming to power. Her foresighted father 

managed to timely flee from the country 

along with the family to the safeties of 

London. 

 

She was educated and worked in London 

before shifting to India after marriage. 

She lived in India for nearly 25 years and 

then got settled in US. 

 

Why Ruth Prawer was so famous? 

 

a. The only person to win A Man 

Booker Prize and Oscar award 

winner. 

b. Like Erma Bombeck, she wrote 

witty and humorous satires on 

the Indian householders. 

c. Ruth had observed and 

absorbed the culture of 

many countries in her 

lifetime, all of which had 

found a way into her 

writing. 

d. Early bird to observe the 

increasing western influence in 

the Indian middle class. 

 

Ruth as an extremely talented writer 

found a new sky to fly when approached 

by Ismail Merchant and James Ivory to 

write the screenplay of her novel The 

Householder. She went on to write 20 

more screenplays for Merchant Ivory 

Productions. There are total 26 

screenplay, 40 novel and short story to 
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her credit. Her notable books include 

 

➔ Heat and Dust (Man Booker Prize) 

➔ The Householder 

➔ An Experience of India 

 

6.  Anita Desai (24 June 1937) An Indian 

Writer 

            

For Anita Desai writing is like food for 

her soul towards self realization. It 

liberates her, something which she 

realized early on in her life. Born to a 

Bengali father and a German mother, 

Anita Desai has won many prestigious 

awards for her writing. except one which 

always shies away from her - Booker 

Prize. 

What are some salient features of her 

work? 

 

o Most discussed and 

appreciated are her 

techniques and style to 

introduce characters in her 

story line. 

o She is considered to be 

an extremely evocative 

writer who could 

describe anything under 

the sun with her 

powerful and expressive 

choicest of words. 

o Her books are a complete 

delight from literary point of 

view. 

o Wary of many aspects of India, 

but you will find east meeting 

west in her stories. 

 

Anita Desai has written more than 20 

books till date which includes children’s 

book, adult books, novellas and collections 

of short stories. Some of her notable work 

includes 

 

➔ Cry, the Peacock 

➔ Where Shall We Go This Summer? 

➔ Fire on the Mountain 
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7. Arundhati Roy (24 November 1961) An 

Indian Writer 

 

Arundhati Roy is the most radical activist 

and hardcore leftist. You might hate her 

or love her, but everyone accepts her as 

an exceptional gifted writer and 

storyteller. You need enormous courage 

to write what Arundhati Roy pores in her 

books. Her characters are created with 

similar courage, compassion and clarity. 

 

Why people wait for her novels 

 

o Her books highlight the plight of 

the downtrodden exploited by 

government, military and higher 

class. 

o Arundhati Roy is a powerhouse 

of words. She knows the right 

combination to write visual 

descriptions. 

o Her storytelling style, narrative 

techniques, characterization is 

unique and fresh. 

 

In the span of 22 years she has written 

only 2 novels and several nonfiction 

works. Both her fictional works were 

nominated for Man Booker Prize with 

one winning the award too. Both her 

novels are must read 

 

➔ The God of Small Things 

➔ The Ministry of Utmost Happiness 

 

8. Margaret Atwood (November 18, 

1939) A Canadian Writer 

 

If you love reading dystopian fiction, 

then Margaret Atwood books are a must 
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read for you. Her dark novels will break 

you into pieces, yet Atwood’s resilient 

characters don't give up so easily and 

their quest for light fills your life with 

hue. 

 

Why her novels are so highly 

recommended 

 

o She writes beautifully. Her 

lyrical, allegorical and vivid 

writing is literary delight. Her 

description floods mind with 

images you will marvel long 

after finishing the novel. 

o Her books always have 

something important to 

convey be it about 

feminism and relationship, 

love and revenge, family 

and society. 

o Her characters are so real. They 

behave exactly according to their 

personality traits. 

 

Margaret Atwood has not restricted 

herself to a single genre. She has written 

historical fiction and science fiction. Her 

most noteworthy works include 

 

➔ The Handmaid's Tale 

➔ The Blind Assassin 

➔ The Heart Goes Last 

 

9. Elif Shefak (25 October 1971) A 

Turkish Writer 

            

Whoever meets Elif Shefak for the first 

time always reports being mesmerized by 

her soft voice and intense gaze. She has 

deep understanding about love and faith, 

feminism and the importance of freedom 

of expression which reflects in her writing. 

 

Some of the salient features of her writing 

include 
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o Influence of Ottoman culture 

and language in her books 

much to the wrath of Turkish 

reformist elite class. 

o Powerful presence of Sufism and 

mysticism in her novels. 

o Her novels are an amalgamation of 

West and East, 

o She writes both in Turkish and 

English with equal ease. 

 

She is a widely read Turkish writer after 

Orhan Pamuk and her worldwide 

popularity could be known from the fact 

that her books are translated in 40 

international languages 

 

Some of her important and widely read 

books include:  

➔ The Forty Rules of Love 

➔ The Bastard of Istanbul 

➔ The Architect's Apprentice 

 

10. Zadie Smith (25 October 1975) A 

British Writer 

 

Zadie Smith is one such lucky author as a 

debutante, whose incomplete manuscript 

became an eye candy for publishers and 

many publishing houses fought for the 

publication rights. And Zadie didn't 

disappoint. Her debut novel was an 

instant success. In fact a whole new genre 

Hysterical Realism was coined after her 

debut novel White Teeth. 

What are the unique features of her 

writing? 

 

o True to her nature, Zadie is 

ever evolving as a writer with 

her each book. She has a 

distinguished voice yet she is 

not repetitive. Novelty factor 

in her writing will always 

surprise you. 
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o Her writing has sweetness and 

sourness, humor and sorrow at the 

same time. 

o Zadie's characters appear to be 

unconventional, but when you go 

deep into, somewhere they are 

authentic and believable. 

o The concept and theme of her 

books are mainly cultural and 

race identity, social and 

religion. But the story weaved 

around are original and fresh. 

 

Popular for her style statement, especially 

head wraps, Zadie Smith has written six 

novels and several short stories and essays. 

Her most recognized works include 

 

➔ White Teeth 

➔ On Beauty 

➔ Swing Time 

 

How many have you read from this list? 

Any must reads that you feel we missed 

out on? Do share with us your thoughts! 

 

About the writer  

 

A happy soul whenever a book is in her 

hand, Ritu Mantri loves talking about books 

and recommending them as much as she 

loves reading them. Books keep her sane 

and infuse a new meaningful sentence each 

day in the book of her life. 

Website | Twitter |Facebook | Instagram 

 

bookworld.in
https://twitter.com/TheBook_World
https://facebook.com/thebookworld
http://instagram.com/ritu.mantri
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Spotlight: Supernova by Faiz Yusuf 

It isn't everyday that you come across 

literary debuts that fill you with joy and 

hope. Joy, on having discovered such a 

wonderful book and author, and hope, to 

keep reading such amazing books from the 

author! Sharing with you one such literary 

debut that is everything one would want it 

to be. It is magic, hope, joy, love and life 

wrapped inside a book for you to devour 

and bask in. 

 

 

 

~Book Blurb~ 

 

Supernova is a result of when years later 

from a car accident and completely 

disappearing from the scenes, Ezra, a 

former well-known musician, decides to 

takes his narrative in his own hands from 

way media had twisted it previously. 

 

In his own words, Ezra explains,  

 

“This story is not about how to achieve 

your dreams, though I did.  

 

This story is also not about how love 

arrives and leaves at unexpected times, even 

though it did. And again, this story is also 

not about how life is not a wish-granting 

factory and there will be a time you’ll be 

blamed for mistakes you never made, 

though I indeed was.  

 

This story is about everything that takes 

place in between those lines- the good, the 

bad and the worst, and that life will keep 

moving on no matter what, at a pace, you 

would mostly have little control over.” 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-LTuOU-yyprU/XO-FGMG5lWI/AAAAAAAANMw/ZvAawfbvMOwDlkYxQu7yY09cRjw1KZcVgCLcBGAs/s1600/Book+Cover.png
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Though born as an orphan, Ezra happens to 

open up a donated present- a guitar and 

through the help of internet videos, he 

learns how to play it. He accidentally comes 

across the Assistant Manager in Universal 

Music Records. A striking conversation 

with him leads him to see the potential in 

Ethan’s words. New York Times hails him 

as the “next big thing”. Until he realizes 

what can push you up can pull you down 

with the same force. 

 

It is a detailed story of how a person gets 

more than what he wishes for and loses 

more than he could bear. 

*-*-* 

If the blurb isn't exciting enough, do read 

the excerpt from this enthralling debut and 

decide for yourself! 

 

 

 

"Am I happy," isn't that what every person 

asks himself? And so maybe I also try to 

wander on those lines once in a while or 

arguably, a little more than that. I mean I 

am fifty-four now and though my life is not 

what people normally perceive to be a 

conventionally happy one, I think I have 

talked myself into thinking that it is pretty 

well- at least from what I thought it would 

end up at one point. 

 

I think about it more often than you would 

imagine. It was a long road to adulthood 

and finally being into the one-room studio 

apartment I abode now. The crowds don’t 

chant my name anymore and camera 

flashes don’t make way for me but that 

doesn’t take much away from me enjoying 

what I have at the moment, though I’d be 

lying if I said it doesn’t get a little lonely 

sometimes. There was another kind of 

loneliness that I felt then if you know what I 

mean. 

 

I am an ardent believer of the fact that the 

person who told you that life is what you 

want it to be- out of your choices and 

decisions- was complete bullshit, or 

privileged for that matter. I mean how far 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-8OQlRrI3Plo/XO-IcEVLDRI/AAAAAAAANM8/uDNNNohIaEYkcrTzDo9G6nyFnBU5YbMkACLcBGAs/s1600/201012-great-expectations-excerpt-300x205.jpg
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can go to escape the circumstances that your 

fate has weaved for you. You can’t outrun 

life. Like for instance, I never quite 

handpicked everything that happened to 

me, and you are surely welcomed to argue 

with me on that but you don’t know with 

what grave amount of experience I am 

talking from, so let's not go into that debate 

for now. Howbeit, it's not much time left 

until I convince you that with my 

arguments that your retaliations would fail 

to counter. I am not particularly good at 

arguing, but I can surely put perspectives in 

place. 

 

That being said, I am aware that I wasn’t 

able to convince the world my nobility. The 

time when everybody looked up to me in 

awe feels so transient now. I strummed my 

guitar and the crowd went wild. We sang 

together until our throats became rugged. I 

solemnly believe that playing my songs for 

the people and then them singing it back to 

me was the single most thing I cherished 

out of all. But everything comes to an end, 

and so did my reign. But that doesn’t mean 

it wasn’t worth it. What I experienced was a 

rollercoaster of ups and downs life can take 

you on and I am somewhat happy that 

because of that I now know things I didn’t 

before. 

 

This story is not about how to achieve your 

dreams, though I did. This story is also not 

about how love arrives and leaves at 

unexpected times, even though it did. And 

again, this story is also not about how life is 

not a wish-granting factory and there will 

be a time you’ll be blamed for mistakes you 

never made, though I indeed was. This 

story is about everything that takes place in 

between those lines- the good, the bad and 

the worst, and that life will keep moving on, 

with things and at a pace, you would 

mostly have little control over. 

 

And that’s why I write this now. I think I let 

the media channels and gossip magazines 

take control too much of my narrative and it 

was the time people heard my story from 

my own mouth, the high highs and the very 

low lows in their most unadulterated 

version. 

... 

It’s one of those cloudy days, where you 

don’t see an inch of sunlight peeking in onto 

the ground but you don’t expect it to rain; 

everything just seems captivated in a blue 
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hue and I don’t know if it’s just me but it 

kind of puts a melancholic tone to the aura. 

I walk past the west front of the white-

glaring Paia cathedral, probably my 

favourite piece of architecture in this small 

town of a barely ten-thousand population. 

There I see the big cross on the forefront of 

the building and it flashes me back to the 

time Anna told me something I still haven’t 

forgotten. 

 

“I hope you know that you don’t have to be 

religious in order to be spiritual Ethan,” her 

words still echo in my mind. 

 

Then what she met was with a blatantly 

confused expression on my face as a reply 

but if she were here, I wish I could tell her I 

do finally understand what my eleven-year-

old version couldn’t. 
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Author of the Month:  Faiz Yusuf

Time to know the author behind this book - 

Md. Faiz Yusuf in his own words before we 

read his thoughts on writing and life at 

large! 

 

My name is Md Faiz Yusuf and I am 20 

years old. Currently pursuing Economics 

Honours from Ashoka University, I am 

inclined towards writing, reading and 

music. I wrote my first book at the age of 12 

and since then have got an opportunity to 

get two books published under my name 

including “Pictures of Life” and “The 

Farrago”. Throughout my school life, I have 

taken part in numerous inter-school literary 

competitions, being a part of Times of India 

Junior Editor Board as well as bagging 

prizes in various National Youth 

Parliaments and MUNs. Furthermore, I am 

a recipient of Scholars’ Badge and have 

recently started performing Slam Poetry, 

one of my performances being featured on 

the official You Tube channel of 'Your 

Quote'. 

 

I have interned for Harper Collins 

Publishers India and Penguin Random 

House India as well as have done Poetry 

Workshop from California Institute of Arts. 

I’ve also had the opportunity of working for 

United Nations Global Compact and 

UNESCO.I look forward to my upcoming 

summer semester at London School of 

Economics. In addition to having done 

online courses from Harvard University, 

California Institute of Arts and United 

Nationals Council of Research, I have been 

consistently good at studies, including 

receiving a letter of appreciation from 

Education Minister of India. Being an avid 

public speaker and have written for various 

magazines, I wish to pursue a career in 

Economics while keeping my zest for 

writing animate. 

 

You can connect with me on Instagram. 

http://www.instagram.com/faiz.yusuf
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-T8QZQv_5TSY/XO-J_JW8U2I/AAAAAAAANNI/1e-sBdFkVY0FTr_QJ2QlnoFi_2Lo3NvOACLcBGAs/s1600/1558941046.jpg
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Confessions of a Writer 

 

I read this somewhat peculiar quote 

recently that goes like: 

 

"Sometimes you need to push the water 

down to keep the boat afloat". 

 

It was quite bizarre at first if I am being 

honest, but as moments lingered and time 

took its usual due course to thrust some 

sense into me, I was made to see what I so 

boldly chose to ignore previously- you often 

need to undertake the unconventional stuff, 

possibly impossible and maybe sometimes 

even illogical, to keep certain things 

running in their infallible order. Moreover, 

you are never out of options and I feel like 

knowing that just gives you some kind of 

satisfying hope to lodge on. 

 

Admittedly, there's a fair chunk of things 

and experiences I would never be able to 

put into words and even for the ones I do, I 

don't think I'll ever be able to do justice to 

them. And thus, this book doesn't stand as 

some trivial attempt to do so but rather a 

whimsical collection of these purely 

intoxicating sensations life rendered to me 

on a silver plate. 

 

Love was found and subsequently, a lot was 

lost. I fought hard battles and I continue to 

do so now. I doubted my decisions only to 

make my faith restored in them again. I 

burnt the town I once painted red and 

murdered unfounded desires to let myself 

be finally free from the blackmailing of 

those wretched traitors. I went through hell, 

fought my demons there and returned with 

a newfound perspective to this 80-year old 
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journey and well, a scarred heart. 

Furthermore, though this heart, I speak of, 

did go through a hefty amount of quasi-

heroic struggles, it is now more willing to 

face the challenges as they come than ever. 

 

This book stands as a goodbye to this 

chapter of my life, if I am being honest. And 

I guess, this was my way of bidding 

farewell to these deranged emotions and 

one-to-one encounters with life. For me, it 

will always remain as something I will 

always look back at and value because it 

taught me these innumerable lessons that 

make me feel one step closer to who I 

actually want to be. 

 

However, if you ever wish to revisit what I 

did once, more specifically what it felt like- I 

welcome you to my latest release, 

Supernova. 

 

It's quite strange to look back at certain 

moments and think that they really 

happened. In the sense, you could never 

have been able to see it coming in any 

manner or made things line up in a way 

that they make it happen the way it all did. 

Like out of the blue, a coin thrown in the 

well turns dreams in living embodiment 

and you connect dots and wonder, if it was 

all part of some mystic prophecy we term as 

destiny. 

 

I've wanted different things than what I've 

received. And being ungrateful for them is 

something I still resent myself for. I think 

we stop realizing the value of things once 

we have it and you never consider how 

much of magnanimous effect it would be if 

it is taken away until it is.  

 

So, I feel it has always been for the better, or 

I hope so that it has, that I got the things 

that I never knew wanted but realized I was 

better off with them than the ideas my mind 

fabricated to keep itself satiated. While I 

looked for delusions or oases to my thirst 

for short-term validations, life had its own 

plan I tend to discreetly say in knowing-

ness of its propensity as a cliche. 

 

It was never easy but then again, no one 

told me it would be. At the end of the day I 

just try to feel thankful for everything that 

took its time to show up, or not show up 

actually. My words had ears to listen to 

them and even when they went unheard, I 
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now realize they were just being redirected 

to a different point of disembarkation. More 

specifically, a 'good' different one. 

 

This very moment, I can't regret any actions 

of mine, however murky or wrong they 

might have been, because I'm glad for this 

instant right now, where I got more than 

what I asked and it's only the combination 

ecstatic and semi-toxic moments that have 

led to one where I am more satisfied and 

peaceful with life than happy about it; I 

have learnt to like it more this way, anyway. 
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Bookish Musings 

                                       

 

Go into yourself. Find out the reason that 

commands you to write; see whether it has 

spread its roots into the very depths of your 

heart; confess to yourself whether you would 

have to die if you were forbidden to write. 

This most of all: ask yourself in the most 

silent hour of your night: must I write? Dig 

into yourself for a deep answer. And if this 

answer rings out in assent, if you meet this 

solemn question with a strong, simple “I 

must,” then build your life in accordance 

with this necessity; your whole life, even 

into its humblest and most indifferent hour, 

must become a sign and witness to this 

impulse. Then come close to Nature. Then, 

as if no one had ever tried before, try to say 

what you see and feel and love and lose... 

...Describe your sorrows and desires, the 

thoughts that pass through your mind and 

your belief in some kind of beauty - 

describe all these with heartfelt, silent, 

humble sincerity and, when you express 

yourself, use the Things around you, the 

images from your dreams, and the objects 

that you remember. If your everyday life 

seems poor, don’t blame it; blame yourself; 

admit to yourself that you are not enough of 

a poet to call forth its riches; because for the 

creator there is not poverty and no poor, 

indifferent place. And even if you found 

yourself in some prison, whose walls let in 

none of the world’s sounds – wouldn’t you 

still have your childhood, that jewel beyond 

all price, that treasure house of memories? 

Turn your attentions to it. 

Try to raise up the sunken feelings of this 

enormous past; your personality will grow 

stronger, your solitude will expand and 

become a place where you can live in the 
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twilight, where the noise of other people 

passes by, far in the distance. - And if out of 

this turning-within, out of this immersion in 

your own world, poems come, then you will 

not think of asking anyone whether they are 

good or not. Nor will you try to interest 

magazines in these works: for you will see 

them as your dear natural possession, a 

piece of your life, a voice from it. A work of 

art is good if it has arisen out of necessity. 

That is the only way one can judge it.” 

 

 

About the Author:  

René Karl Wilhelm Johann Josef Maria Rilke (4 December 1875 – 29 December 1926), better 

known as Rainer Maria Rilke was a Bohemian-Austrian poet and novelist. He is "widely 

recognized as one of the most lyrically intense German-language poets".[1] He wrote both verse 

and highly lyrical prose.[2] Several critics have described Rilke's work as inherently "mystical" 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohemia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austria-Hungary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainer_Maria_Rilke#cite_note-PoetryFdnRilkeBio-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainer_Maria_Rilke#cite_note-2
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Writing Tip of the Month 

Hashtags for authors 
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Writer’s Gallery 

 

▪ The Bodley Head – 2019 Prize 

18-35 years of age, can belong to any country. 

Ends on August 16, 2019 

 

▪ The Selkie 

Accepting submissions for their next anthology with the theme ‘Home’ 

Ends on 1st October 2019 

If you need any help in fine-tuning your submissions before sending it to these 

contests, do feel free to get in touch! 

 

Curated by Sanya from our Manuscript Assessment Team 

http://www.ft.com/bodley2019
http://www.theselkie.co.uk/
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Write to us to advertise/ promote your book in 

Ikigai. 
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That’s all for this month! We will back in September with some 

more exciting stuff.  Till then, keep reading, keep writing and 

for everything else Team KC is just a ping away. Stay tuned for 

further more updates for all that’s happening at our end. 

You can also follow us on: Twitter | Facebook Page | Instagram 

 

 

 

 

http://www.twitter.com/keemiya_c
http://www.facebook.com/keemiyacreatives
http://www.instagram.com/keemiya_c
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Sending some hope across with this issue, if you 

are awaiting some sign – then THIS is it! 


